Morphometry of the corpus callosum in patients with questionable and mild dementia
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Previous studies have shown a reduction in corpus callosum area in advanced Alzheimer’s disease, but it is unclear whether callosal atrophy is present in the transitional phase between health and the onset of dementia. The aim of this study was to investigate whether callosal atrophy is present in subjects with questionable and mild dementia and to assess the diagnostic value of callosal measures. In 83 subjects aged 72 to 85 years (33 normal controls, 27 patients with questionable dementia, 23 with mild Alzheimer’s disease), magnetic resonance images were recorded and the mid-sagittal callosal area measured. Significant differences were found between normal controls and mild dementia. In subjects with questionable dementia callosal size was intermediate between normal controls and mild Alzheimer’s disease. However, callosal measures were unsuitable for diagnostic differentiation between healthy subjects, subjects with questionable dementia, and subjects with mild Alzheimer’s disease. The severity of white matter changes did not differ between the groups.

The corpus callosum, the main interhemispheric fibre connection, has been shown to atrophy in patients with Alzheimer’s disease. Most studies have involved rather advanced cases, with moderate to severe dementia. Little is known about how early callosal atrophy occurs in Alzheimer’s disease. Using magnetic resonance imaging, we measured the mid-sagittal corpus callosum area in patients with questionable and mild dementia and assessed the diagnostic value of callosal measurements in the transition from healthy aging to mild Alzheimer’s disease.

METHODS

The sample included 83 right handed subjects within an age range of 72 to 85 years. Written consent was obtained from all participants.

Three groups were formed according to clinical dementia rating (CDR), which comprises scales for memory, orientation, judgement, and problem solving, community affairs, home and hobbies, and personal care. The resulting groups comprised 33 healthy controls (CDR = 0), 27 subjects with questionable dementia (CDR = 0.5), and 23 subjects with mild dementia (CDR = 1).

Subjects with questionable dementia typically suffered from mild forgetfulness, were fully oriented, had no or slight impairment in social functions, and did not meet ICD-10 dementia criteria.

All subjects with mild dementia had late onset of the disease. According to ICD-10 dementia criteria, 19 were diagnosed as having Alzheimer’s disease, and the remaining four as having mixed Alzheimer’s disease (two had a history of stroke with temporary paralysis, two had a stroke-like event).

None of the subjects with mixed Alzheimer’s disease fulfilled the NINDS-AIREN criteria for vascular dementia.

None of the subjects had a history of major psychiatric illness, Parkinson’s disease, or substance abuse. Subjects were recruited from the Leipzig longitudinal study of the aged, (LEILA 75+) and from the local memory clinic. All subjects were investigated clinically. Cognitive skills were assessed on the basis of the test performance part of the Structured interview for the diagnosis of Alzheimer’s disease (SIDAM), which includes all 30 items of the mini-mental state examination (MMSE). In cases with cognitive deficits, a collateral source was interviewed.

Subjects were investigated with a volumetric T1 weighted MPRAGE sequence on a 1.5 Tesla tomograph (Siemens Vision, time of repetition (TR) 11.4 ms, time of echo (TE) 4.4 ms, 128 slices, matrix 256 × 256, voxel size 0.9 × 0.9 × 1.5 mm) and a T2 weighted sequence (TR 5016; TE 132; 19 slices: thickness 5 mm; orientation transverse; 1 mm gap; matrix 357 × 512).

Datasets were analysed using the BRIAN system. The volumetric datasets were aligned with the stereotactical coordinate system, using anterior and posterior commissure as reference points and scaled to an isotropical voxel resolution of 1 mm. We selected the sagittal slice best representing the mid-sagittal plane (little or absent grey matter and a visible septum pellucidum). The corpus callosum was divided into five subregions as suggested by Weis et al (fig 1).

Callosal subregions were outlined manually (by CN). Pixels of high signal intensity were assigned to the corpus callosum. Signal intensity was assessed visually without using an objective threshold. To evaluate measurement reproducibility, 15 images were independently outlined by a second rater (AH). The mean (SD) proportional difference between the two measures was 5.5 (3.5)%, the correlation coefficient was 0.918 (p < 0.001, one tailed). Additionally, the mid-sagittal intracranial area was outlined manually following Pantel’s technique. White matter changes were assessed on the basis of 80 T2 weighted sequences. Three T2 recordings failed.

All statistical computations were performed using the SPSS package for Windows (version 8.0.0). The significance level was set at 0.05 for all analyses. We used adjusted callosal measures (raw measures divided by mid-sagittal intracranial area, multiplied by 100) in all analyses. Repeated measures analyses of variance (ANOVA) with LSD post hoc analyses were performed to assess group differences, sex differences, and interaction effects. Age was entered as a covariate. The diagnostic value of the total adjusted callosal area was investigated by discriminant analysis.

RESULTS

ANOVA testing with group and sex as factors showed that there was no significant difference in age (F[2,77] = 0.779, p = 0.463) or years of education (F[2,77] = 2.457, p = 0.092) between the groups, but a significant difference in MMSE scores (F[2,77] = 159, p < 0.001). All five callosal segments were smallest in patients with mild dementia, followed by patients with questionable dementia.
dementia, and they were largest in the healthy subjects. This applies to raw and adjusted callosal areas. Repeated measures ANOVA for adjusted callosal areas showed a significant main effect of group ($F_{[2,76]} = 4.594, p = 0.013$). Post hoc LSD tests showed differences only between controls and mild dementia. In addition, segment 1 differed between questionable dementia and mild dementia. The raw and adjusted data are given in table 1.

A significant main effect of sex was found. In all five callosal segments women had larger adjusted callosal areas than men ($F_{[1,76]} = 4.438, p = 0.038$). However, women and men did not differ in the relation between the three diagnostic groups for callosal size: group $\times$ sex ($F_{[2,76]} = 1.445, p = 0.242$).

No corpus callosum segment proved to be specially atrophied. Neither the diagnostic group nor sex nor age had a particular influence on a specific callosal segment: segment $\times$ group ($F_{[2,76]} = 1.494, p = 0.231$), segment $\times$ sex ($F_{[1,76]} = 0.685, p = 0.411$), segment $\times$ age ($F_{[1,76]} = 0.178, p = 0.281$), segment $\times$ group $\times$ sex ($F_{[2,76]} = 1.560, p = 0.217$).

Discriminant analysis classified only 48.2% of the subjects correctly. Separate discriminant analyses for men and women did not improve the rate.

We found white matter changes in the majority of subjects. There was no group or sex difference by $\chi^2$ testing. Periventricular hyperintensities (pencil thin lining and smooth “halo”) were present in 64 subjects and extended into the deep white matter in 12 subjects. Deep white matter hyperintensities occurred as punctuate foci and onset of confluence in 56 subjects, and as large confluent areas in eight subjects.

**DISCUSSION**

Our study showed significant differences in callosal size between controls and subjects with mild dementia. This indicates that callosal atrophy is already present in mild Alzheimer’s disease.

All five callosal subregions were found to be smallest in demented patients, followed by patients with questionable dementia, and they were largest in the healthy subjects.
dementia, and largest in healthy subjects. However, no statistically significant differences were found between patients with questionable dementia and any other group. We may have missed truly significant differences owing to a lack of statistical power in our relatively small sample. Moreover, the group with questionable dementia might be too heterogeneous as to the cause and prognosis of their cognitive impairment. We do not know if the subjects identified as having “questionable dementia” will progress to true dementia or not, nor do we know if the underlying disease process is that of Alzheimer’s disease. Previous studies have shown a high risk of progression to dementia of the Alzheimer type in subjects with a CDR of 0.5, but there is also evidence of substantial heterogeneity in this difficult diagnostic subgroup.

Our results are indirectly supported by data of Janowsky et al., who studied elderly non-demented subjects with cognitive decline on two successive six month follow up visits. Corpus callosal size in these individuals was already apparently reduced at baseline, being intermediate between normal controls and demented patients, but it only differed significantly from the demented patients. Summarising the two studies, one might assume that a decline in the callosal area is a systematic feature of the transition from health to Alzheimer’s disease.

We found the reduction in callosal size in our three diagnostic groups to be homogeneously distributed across the five segments. This was an unexpected finding. Previous studies comparing callosal atrophy in Alzheimer’s disease patients and healthy subjects reported regional variation. However, the Alzheimer’s disease groups investigated in those studies were more impaired and varied more in their cognitive performance than in ours. Regional specificity might occur only in the advanced stages of the disease.

Our results may have implications for the hypothesis that the pattern of callosal atrophy reflects the pattern of pathological changes in the cerebral neocortex. According to the model of Braak and Braak, neocortical changes in mild Alzheimer’s disease may occur in the temporal regions but may not be very marked. Such region specific changes were not reflected in region specific callosal atrophy in our study. The value of the corpus callosum as an index of neocortical changes may be limited in mild stages of Alzheimer’s disease.

Our results support the relatively consistent finding that the adjusted corpus callosum area is larger in women than in men. However, our results produced no evidence for sex specific callosal atrophy in the early stages of Alzheimer’s disease.

Our study shows that measurements of the corpus callosum are unsuitable for diagnostic differentiation between healthy individuals, those with questionable dementia, and those with mild Alzheimer’s disease. Studies investigating the hippocampus have shown much higher rates of correct classification of up to 77%. However, corpus callosal measurements may be useful in discriminating between different types of degenerative brain disease, as shown by Kaufer et al who achieved 85% correct classification in distinguishing between frontotemporal dementia and Alzheimer’s disease.

Conclusions
Our study showed a significant difference in the callosal area between normal controls and individuals with mild Alzheimer’s disease. There was some indication that callosal atrophy could be a feature of the transition between health and Alzheimer’s disease. However, callosal measurements were unsuitable for diagnostic differentiation between healthy subjects, subjects with questionable dementia, and subjects with mild Alzheimer’s disease.
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